Abstract-Technological developments alongside VLSI achievements enable mobile devices to be equipped with multiple radio interfaces which is known as multihoming. On the other hand, the combination of various wireless access technologies, known as Next Generation Wireless Networks (NGWNs) has been introduced to provide continuous connection to mobile devices in any time and location. Cognitive radio networks as a part of NGWNs aroused to overcome spectrum inefficiency and spectrum scarcity issues. In order to provide seamless and ubiquitous connection across heterogeneous wireless access networks in the context of cognitive radio networks, utilizing Mobile IPv6 is beneficial. In this paper, a mobile device equipped with two radio interfaces is considered in order to evaluate performance of spectrum handover in terms of handover latency. The analytical results show that the proposed model can achieve better performance compared to other related mobility management protocols mainly in terms of handover latency.
INTRODUCTION
Recent innovations in wireless networking systems and communication technologies, allow mobile devices to be equipped with multiple radio interfaces; which are called multi-homed mobile devices, and maintain their connections while moving across various wireless access technologies. The integration of heterogeneous wireless access technologies have led to the trend toward Next Generation Wireless Networks (NGWN). Multihoming deployed in NGWN has many advantages like: resilience, load balancing and ubiquitous access support [1] . One of the main concerns in NGWN is providing seamless and ubiquitous connections to mobile devices while their point of attachment to the network changes. Mobile IPv6 as a solution toward mobility management in NGWN has been introduced to allow a Mobile Node (MN) to maintain its connection to the network regardless of its location [2] . Handover is the process by which a MN keeps its connection active while moving across one point of attachment to another. During this process, the MN cannot send or receive any data packets because of link and network layers operations delay. Vertical handover issues have been studied in the literature [3] , [4] , [5] . To decrease handoff latency some extensions of MIPv6 such as Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6), Fast handover for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6), Fast handover for Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (FHMIPv6) and Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) have been proposed by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] .
Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs) were introduced as a promising solution to overcome wireless bandwidth utilization inefficiency which is deployed in NGWNs [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] . The fundamental idea of CRNs is cooperation of two types of users: primary users (PUs) and secondary users (SUs). When a PU requests the radio spectrum resources, the SU switches to another free spectrum accordingly in order to not interfere with the transmission of the PU. This process is referred to as spectrum mobility or spectrum handover, which is the unique mobility characteristic in cognitive radio cellular networks. This feature is sophisticated by spectrum sensing functionality in the cognitive radio device [12] .
In [15] a novel analytical model is developed for comparison of various mobility management protocols in terms of handover latency, as well as packet density, and packet arrival rate during the handover time. Constructing a new Care of Address (nCoA) and performing Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) in the New Access Router (NAR) in advance to reduce handover latency, and sending Binding Update (BU) to the Home Agent (HA) and Correspondent Node (CN) through Previous Access Router (PAR) to reduce the registration latency on the other hand, is the approach proposed in [16] which is known as Enhanced Fast handover for MIPv6 (E-FMIPv6). The idea of multi-homed fast handoff scheme has been proposed in [17] , [18] . Based on L2 triggers and multihomed techniques authors acclaimed handoff latency and packet loss have been reduced. However, in classical multi-cell based networks, L2 handover issues are the major concern.
None of the approaches mentioned above consider the fluctuating nature of radio spectrum resources in CRNs to estimate handover latency.
On the other hand, several cross layer handoff management techniques in NGWN have been proposed in the literature [19] . A cross layer protocol of spectrum mobility and handover in cognitive LTE Networks with the consideration of the minimum expected transmission time has been proposed in [20] . In [21] authors proposed a mobility management framework in cognitive radio cellular networks. Two aspects of mobility management, spectrum mobility and user mobility management have been investigated. None of the above mentioned methods consider the multi-homed mobile device in order to evaluate mobility management.
Using MIPv6 protocol in order to manage the mobility of users, is more beneficial than Mobile IPv4 in terms of signaling overhead, handover latency, inherent security and so on [6] . So, this research investigates managing multihomed mobile users in the context of cognitive radio networks to improve the handover process in terms of handover latency. Providing fast, smooth and seamless handover in various mobility events alongside provisioning acceptable quality of service while considering heterogeneous access networks is among contributions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II offers the proposed system architecture. Section III describes the spectrum mobility for a multi-homed MN. After that the analytical model is presented in section IV in order to evaluate the handover latency. Finally numerical results from the performance evaluation perspective are investigated in section V before concluding remarks drawn in section VI.
II. BASIC SYSTEM MODEL
In this work an analytical model for evaluating the latency of various MIPv6 handoff types in cognitive radio cellular networks has been developed. In the literature SUs are called, Mobile Cognitive Radio users (MCR user), which are equipped with primary radio interface and the secondary one. The former is used for regular data transmissions while the latter is used for management and control purposes. The overall architecture of MCR user has been shown in Fig. 1 . When a PU appears in the spectrum or L2 triggers such as continuous reduction of RSS, increase of BER, changing the QoS and etc. are arisen, a notification to the upper layer (network layer) is sent through the secondary radio interface. Upon receipt of event notification in the network layer the role of two radio interfaces is swapped; the formerly secondary radio interface becomes primary and used for data communication purposes and the formerly primary radio interface becomes secondary used for control and management tasks.
The spectrum pooling concept which is deployed in [21] is used here. Each spectrum pool consists of several spectrum bands. Furthermore each cell consists of two coverage areas; Basic Area (BA) and Extended Area (EA). The BA covers the current cell not overlapped with neighbor cells and consists of multiple spectrum bands; known as basic spectrum bands, whereas the EA overlaps with neighbor cells and consists of single spectrum band; known as Extended Spectrum (ES) band. It is assumed that one spectrum pool is assigned to each cell independently of the other cells. The cell which has the same spectrum pool as the current cell is referred to as Extended Neighbor (EN). Besides it is assumed that each cell with identical spectrum pool characteristics belongs to the same AR. According to PU appearance, various handoff types arise. The Intracell/Intrapool handoff occurs when MCR user switches to another spectrum band in the same spectrum pool of current cognitive radio base station (CR-BS). The Intercell/Interpool handoff occurs when MCR user switches to another CR-BS which has different spectrum pool with the current CR-BS. The MCR user has to reconfigure its RF front end in the Intercell/Interpool handoff. Fig. 2 shows the overall proposed system architecture used thorough the entire paper.
In this paper one aspect of mobility management, spectrum mobility is investigated, which is happened whether a PU appears in the spectrum band or current spectrum conditions become worse such as cell overload.
III. SPECTRUM MOBILITY
In the spectrum mobility management point of view, two situations are considered; 1) MCR user presents in the BA and 2) MCR user presents in the EA as shown in Fig. 3 . First, while MCR user is in the BA of current cell, the primary radio interface is communicating with the CN, whereas the secondary one proactively sensing radio environment and performing link layer related measurement operations such as RSS monitoring, BER estimation and etc. In the proposed method the MCR user 
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proactively evacuates the channel prior to the PU appearance using the predicted information obtained by past channel histories and spectrum sensing capability. Fig. 4 shows the proactive spectrum handover method. Spectrum mobility management functionality has three cases to be considered which is derived in the following subsections.
A. Case A
Once the PU arrival is predicted by the secondary radio interface, it informs the upper layers about PU appearance and switches to another spectrum hole if there are available spectrum bands in the current cell. The handoff type in this case is Intracell/Intrapool handoff. In the meantime the primary radio interface is transceiving data packets, the secondary radio interface is performing spectrum sensing and link layer functionalities according to past channel histories. Using the proactive spectrum handoff, the probability that a specific spectrum is idle in the next time slot is predicted. Using the observation and predicted results the secondary radio interface switches to another free spectrum band intelligently according to spectrum decision function. After spectrum mobility, the role of two interfaces is swapped as explained before. In this case the network prefix advertised by the current AR does not change; therefore the MIPv6 handover latency is equals to interface switching which is approximately zero.
B. Case B
If there are not available spectrum bands in the current cell due to PU activity or cell overload, the MCR user should relinquish the current cell and move to the neighbor cell having different spectrum pool. The secondary radio interface reconfigures its RF front end and switches to another available spectrum band. As the previous case the role of two radio interfaces are swapped. The handoff type in this case is Intercell/Interpool handoff.
C. Case C
If PU activity is detected when MCR user is in the EA of the current cell, it should perform Intercell/Interpool handoff because it cannot find any available band in that area. Similar to previous cases, the role of two interfaces are swapped when PU activity is detected in the EA. Because the network layer parameters such as network prefix changes in the last two cases (cases B and C), i.e. the AR is changed while MCR user is handed over to the neighbor cell, it is desirable to use the enhanced fast handover scheme proposed in [14] to reduce MIPv6 handoff latency. When it is determined that Intercell/Interpool handoff is about to happen, first the appropriate cell is selected which the MCR user is going to move to through stochastic connectivity factors. Then the secondary radio interface reconfigures its RF front end and the following steps are performed [16] :

Step 1: The MCR user requests nCoA from NAR through PAR. Accordingly PAR sends out the related information of MCR user to NAR. Then the NAR generates a new CoA and performs DAD. The newly generated CoA is advertised to MCR user through PAR. At the same time the BU procedure with the HA and CN is performed by PAR.
Step 2: After the MCR user moves to the neighbor cell, it will send a router solicitation with the Fast Neighbor Advertisement (FNA) option. Then NAR will respond with a router advertisement with the FNA_Ack option.
IV. ANALYTICAL MODEL
In this section the models for various handoff components delays are derived for analyzing the performance of aforementioned proposed system. The PU arrival is modeled by Poisson process with the average arrival rate of , so the PU inter-arrival time follows an exponential distribution. Hence the average idle (OFF) period of PU is 1⁄ . Similarly the length of busy (ON) period known as PU call holding time follows an exponential distribution. According to the PU channel usage, the steady state probabilities of OFF state, and ON state, can be expressed as follows:
and the PU traffic intensity, , is given by:
The following analysis is taken from [22] . Let denote the number of channels in each spectrum band. The number of channels occupied in each spectrum band is defined as the system state. Let (0 ≤ ≤ ) denotes system state, then the steady state probability of each state, , according to Erlang-B formula is as follows:
The blocking probability from PU perspective, , is when all of the channels in the spectrum band are occupied and is given by:
Therefore the probability that cell is not overloaded, and the cell overload probability, is given by:
Let denotes the probability that a MCR user vacates its channel when PU appears and reclaims the channel. From the PU perspective, the probability of particular channel reclaimed by PU if the system is in state i is obtained by 1 ⁄ (( − ) ). Therefore 101 is the probability that one particular channel is reclaimed by PU, if there are free channels from the PU point of view.
In other words, is the probability that the reclaimed channel is the one that MCR user has occupied. Accordingly the probability that MCR user does not need to evacuate its channel, is defined as:
After vacating the channel reclaimed by PU, if there are available channels in the system the spectrum handoff is successful. Otherwise the spectrum handoff is failed. Let and denote the probability of spectrum handoff is successful and failed respectively. Their expressions are as follows:
Let the MCR user service time random variable with the mean 1⁄ , pdf of ( ), Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of ( ) , Laplace Transform of pdf ℒ ( ) and Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) ̅ ( ), i.e. ̅ ( ) = 1 − ( ). For the sake of simplicity the exponential distribution is assumed for the MCR user service holding time. Let denotes the discrete random variable of number of spectrum handoffs. The probability of zero spectrum handoff is given by:
If the MCR user can complete its service before PU appearance or the PU reclaims another spectrum band during MCR user service time, there will be no need to perform spectrum handoff. The probability for spectrum handoffs is derived as follows:
where ( ) ( ) is the ℎ derivative of function . The first term in (10) represents all of spectrum handoffs are successful and the second one represents the 1 , 2 , … , ( − 1) ℎ spectrum handoff are successful and the ℎ spectrum handoff is failed. Therefore the average number of spectrum handoffs is as follows:
A. Packet Transportation Dealy over Wireless and Wired Link
Because of intrinsic erroneous feature of wireless links, unreliability is more common in wireless networks than in the wired ones. During transmission of data, some of the frames in transmit may be corrupted so the retransmission of frames being in error is inevitable in wireless communications. Hence the one way packet transportation delay over the wireless link, ( ) is obtained by [22] :
where ,
, and  are packet length, frame transportation delay, number of frames per packet and interframe time respectively.
Similarly the one way packet transportation delay over the wired link would be obtained as follows:
wd BW (13) where is the wired link bandwidth, is the wired link propagation delay and ℎ is the number of hops between source and destination.
B. Mobile IPv6 Handover Analysis
The MIPv6 handover latency has several components. The first part includes the link layer (L2) handoff latency, 2 and occurs when physical and link layer parameters are changed. Then the movement detection procedure is performed to ensure changing of point of attachment, . After that, CoA configuration and Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) is performed to generate an unique CoA, . Finally the BU registration process is done, . The notations used in this paper are summarized in Table 1 [23] .
From Table 1 the average number of hops between HA and AR, ℎ − would be ℎ − + ℎ − . In addition it is obvious that the number of hops between MCR user and its CR-BS is one. It is assumed that ℎ − can be rewritten by √ℎ − [23] .
The expression for basic MIPv6 handover latency with a single radio interface, 6 is derived by:
where is the spectrum mobility delay. In the case of basic MIPv6 with single radio interface the expression for spectrum mobility delay can be obtained by [20] :
prep rcfg syn sen dec syn (15) is the delay to determine handoff type which is called handoff preparation time, is the radio interface RF front end reconfiguration latency, is the sensing synchronization time, is the sensing operation latency, is the time to determine the proper spectrum band and is the transmission synchronization time on the newly selected spectrum band. The term in (14) is related to transmission of Router Solicitation (RS) and Router Advertisement (RA) messages which constitute movement detection latency. The expression for is given as follows:
wl RS wl RA (16) Finally the term in (14) is related to BU latency and return routability procedure delay components. Its expression can be further broken down to: 
where − and − are the BU latency sent from MCR user to HA and Binding Acknowledgement (BA) latency sent from HA to MCR user respectively. The expression for binding registration latency to HA is derived as follows:
The delay components concerned with return routability procedure in (17) are expressed as , , and . These equations are as follows:
where ℎ − in equation (23) (17) is the binding registration latency to the CN which is given by:
The BA message is piggybacked with data packets being sent from the CN to the MCR user.
C. Spectrum Mobility Analysis
As explained in section 3 the Intracell/Intrapool handoff occurs when PU activity is detected in the spectrum and there are free spectrum holes in the current cell. On the other hand the Intercell/Interpool handoff occurs when PU activity is detected in the spectrum without any spectrum opportunity or the cell becomes overloaded. In this section the probability of these types of handoffs across handoff latencies are obtained. Here the probability of Intracell/Intrapool handoff in the BA, sm _ ba int ra/int ra P is derived as:
The Intracell/Intrapool handoff occurs when the PU appears and the MCR user successfully switches to another free spectrum band. The handoff latency in this case is zero because the secondary radio interface has switched to the free spectrum hole previously.
Whereas the BA of current cell does not have enough spectrum bands, the MCR user has to perform Intercell/Interpool handoff upon PU arrival. Besides when PU appears in the ES, the Intercell/Interpool handoff for MCR users in EA is inevitable because it does not have any available option in that area. Upon PU arrival or capacity overload in the EA the MCR user has to evacuate the current cell. The following is the probability of Intercell/Interpool handoff:
The secondary radio interface reconfigures its RF front end and performs reassociation, reauthentication, sensing and decision operations while the primary one is involving in data communication. Therefore the MIPv6 handover latency for 
V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS RESULTS
In this section the performance evaluation of the proposed spectrum mobility management technique in terms of handover latency, is carried out and the obtained results are presented and compared with a single radio interface MIPv6 user. The system parameter values used in the numerical analysis are given in Table  2 . Other parameters used for handover latency computation are as follows: ℎ − = 4 , ℎ − = 6 , ℎ − = 4 , ℎ − = 4 and = 19 [19] . Besides the parameters MCR user velocity , PU arrival rate , PU service rate and MCR user service rate are uniformly distributed in the specified spans.
A. Handover Latency
The evaluation of handover latency has been estimated against frame error rate and wireless link delay parameters. The values of and parameters have been uniformly distributed in [0,0.4] and [10, 40] ms respectively.
1) Spectrum Mobility Performance Evaluation
In this subsection the performance of spectrum mobility has been evaluated in terms of handover latency for Intercell/Interpool handoff in the BA or EA. Various handoff types in the case of spectrum mobility and user mobility management are demonstrated according to frame error rate and wireless link delay parameters. As explained in section 6.4 the MIPv6 handover latency for Intracell/Intrapool handoff is zero for MCR users equipped with two radio interfaces. However the value of MIPv6 Intracell/Intrapool handoff for a single radio interface one would be the same as without delay component. Fig. 5 shows the handover latency of Intercell/Interpool handoff against for spectrum mobility scenario. As increases, the probability of erroneous packets becomes large which leads to increasing the mobility signaling retransmission over the wireless link and consequences high handover latency. Fig. 6 presents the handover latency against wireless link delay. An increase in the value of , leads to increase in frame delay and results raising the value of handover latency proportionally. With respect to Figs. 5 and 6 it is observed that about 21 percent of reduction in MIPv6 handover latency has been obtained in the proposed two radio interfaces MCR user model compared to the single radio interface one in the case of Intercell/Interpool handover of spectrum mobility scenario.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper the integration of the well-known mobility management protocol in the IPv6 networks, MIPv6 and the infrastructure-based CRN paradigm has been considered. Exploiting the multihoming solution in MIPv6 in the context of CRNs has been employed for the performance evaluation of IPv6 mobility management mainly focusing on handover latency as a performance factor. It is assumed that the mobile device in the cognitive radio environment to be equipped with two radio interfaces. While the primary radio interface is communicating with the CN in MIPv6 protocol, the secondary one proactively senses and scans the spectrum bands in its spectrum pool. Before PU appearance using the past spectrum usage history, the secondary radio interface switches to an available free spectrum band and the role of two radio interfaces swaps. Various handoff types have raised according to spectrum mobility management functionalities. The performance evaluation of the proposed two radio interfaces MCR user has been obtained and compared with traditional mobility management protocols in terms of handover latency. Numerical results show that the proposed two radio interfaces model has greatly improved the performance of mobility management.
